with the Inconscient lurking to give resistance. He now stripped
himself fully of mind's desire and offered to the Gods the
vacant place so that he could bear the immaculate touch. Now
to him a last and mightiest transformation came.
From the Spirit's house he could feel the prospect of New
Creation in the material field where exactly the parallel or
rather the opposite was of what he could feel reigning in the
pure Spirit's region.
In this absolute trance-condition the Traveller's heart
alone was conscious and could know that there was some deli-
berate Power which tolerated the world's error and grief and
who was waiting to come down. This conscious heart seeing
no relief in merging into the unknowable Mystery sent a
voiceless prayer to the Absolute Power.
«,
Then suddenly there rose a sacred stir.
Amid the lifeless silence of the Void...
A sound came...
*
*
A mystic Form enveloped his earthly shape,
The one he worshipped was within him now =
...a voice...in the heart chamber spoke.
This voice, the Mother of Might, now tells him to desist
from further aspiration of raising humanity to the God-state
immediately by calling down the immeasurable descent as time
was not yet ripe and to leave the all-seeing Power to hew its way.
Time has not yet reached its fullness to change the cosmic
dream of man and will be hostile to the untimely descent of
Truth.
The Lord of Life, the Traveller Aswapati, was equal to the
occasion and replied in a prayer in a high strain also. In that
high-pitched prayer the following lines appear:
In anguish we labour that from us may rise
A larger-seeing man with nobler heart,	....,
.,'        A golden yesselof the incarnate Txuth,
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